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ABSTRACT
A new sensitive infrared life-detection system which can be used to locate and obtain valuable information
regarding human subjects which are buried under earthquake rubble has been developed. This system can
detect the distance at which the human subject is detected and the heartbeat signals of the person under the
earthquake rubble can be measured. In this system, an infrared sensor comprising of a light emitting diode,
adjacent to a phototransistor is being used. When an infrared beam is aimed at a portion of earthquake
rubble covering a human being, the beam can penetrate the rubble to reach the human subject. Distance
measurement is carried out using an infrared sensor, consisting of one infrared LED and a pair of silicon
phototransistors. By using high intensity, long range infrared distance sensors, the distance from a human
subject can be precisely and reliably measured and it can be indicated to the rescue operators.
Infrared light is absorbed well in blood and weakly absorbed in tissue. The IR light reflected back from the
skin of a human subject on account of blood passage is captured by the detector. This reflected light has
intensity variations which occur as the blood volume changes in the tissue and it results in voltage
variations. This voltage variation determines the heart rate. After measuring the heart rate, it can be
indicated on the monitor and immediate action can be taken for rescuing the person. It has been medically
proved that a person can be rejenuvated back to life if the heart rate is above 60 bpm.
A hardware prototype of the life detection system has been developed and experimental results show that
the proposed method is cost effective and efficient method which not only detects life signals but also the
identification of people in a given area, to facilitate rescue team operations in case of emergencies. By the
advent of this system, the world death rate as a cause of natural disasters like earthquake may decrease to
greater extent.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Some existing methods for detecting human victims buried under earthquake rubble is the
utilization of dogs or some optical devices. These existing devices are ineffective in recovering
human victims lying much below a few feet, especially for the cases where the victims are
completely trapped below or very weak to respond to the signal sent by the rescuers. Thus, there
is great demand for constructing a new sensitive life-detection system which can be used to locate
human victims trapped deep under earthquake rubble. Especially, the system needs to be sensitive
enough to detect the heartbeat signals of victims. We have constructed a sensitive life-detection
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system for such purposes using infrared radiation. In this paper we will describe an infrared lifedetection system.
The basic physical principle for the operation of infrared life-detection system is rather simple.
When an infrared beam is aimed at a portion of earthquake rubble covering a human being, the
beam penetrates the rubble to reach the human subject. By using high precision, long range
infrared distance sensors comprising of powerful LED, the distance from a human subject can be
precisely and reliably measured and it can be indicated to the rescue operators.
Information about the location of buried person and other details regarding on the condition of the
human subject, would be of great value for the rescue personnel. This would help in reducing the
time of operation and thereby, help to save more lives. Hence there is a need to construct a cost
effective life detection system which can detect buried victims under earthquake most efficiently
and as possible in a short time. Infrared (IR) sensors are extensively used for measuring distances.
It uses reflected light intensity to estimate the distance from an object [1-3]. Their inherently fast
response is attractive for enhancing the real-time response of a mobile robot [4]. Some IR sensors
described in the bibliography are based on the measurement of the phase shift, and offer medium
resolution from 5 cm to 10 m [5], but these are very expensive.
The infrared life-detection system we constructed has four major components: 1) a infrared LED
source which generates and distributes infrared signals to various infrared components; 2) a photo
transistor and a Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) which is used to detect the IR signals; 3) a quad
Opamp in non inverting mode as amplifier and comparator; and 4) a ATMega168 Microcontroller
which controls the system and provides the output on an 16x2 LCD as the output signal. The
system is operated by a portable battery unit.

2. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
The novel idea of this paper is to develop efficient and cost-effective life detection and distance
measurement system for detecting life under debris. The prototype developed consists of three
sections:
1) Input section consisting of (i) IR detection for distance measurement (ii) Heart rate detection
2) Processing section using Microcontroller ATMEGA168
3) Output section consisting of 16x2 LCD display.
The system consists of infrared transmitter and receiver units. The circuit works in two modes
that is as IR distance meter and life detection mode. The mode is decided through a micro-switch
which is connected to the input pin of microcontroller. When the switch is pressed for odd
number of times, the system remains in mode 1 and for when pressed for even number of times
the system is in mode 2. According to the mode selected, the mode LED’s are on/off that is either
green or red.

2.1. Block Diagram
Transmitter Unit
Receiver Unit:

IR LED
Source
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Fig.1 Block Diagram of the system

2.2. Principle of Working
There are main sections in the prototype designed:
 IR Based Distance Meter
 Life Detection Circuit
 Processing through ATMEGA168 Microcontroller

2.3. IR Based Distance Meter
In this module, an IR source is designed, which represents the human being emitting IR (between
5 to 15 lumens). An IR transmitter is designed through an IR led with a series resistance. 9V
battery is connected across the transmitter. The IR receiver section contains a photodiode which
receives the IR rays and on the basis of IR intensity provides variation in voltage. The analog
voltage obtained is in between its maximum and minimum operating range. This analog variation
of voltage is fed to the microcontroller.

2.4. Life Detection Circuit
In this section, the basic principle used is on the change in blood flow when the heart functions. A
laser source and a LDR (Light Dependant Resistor) are used in this block. In the prototype model
developed, a finger is placed in between the laser source and the LDR. If there is change in
intensity of light, due to the change in concentration of blood across the finger when the heart
pumps blood, the light intensity received also changes. This indicates that the human is alive else
when the concentration of blood remains constant, it indicates that the human is dead.
The variation is in some milli-volts which is minimal; hence a non inverting amplifier has been
designed using op-amp to amplify the signal. IC LM324-Quad Op-Amp IC is used here. This
amplified signal is fed to another op-amp used in comparator mode to change the output into
digital format depending upon the threshold set through the preset. The digital output is then fed
to the digital pin of the microcontroller.
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2.5. Processing through ATMega168 Microcontroller
The processing is done through ATMEGA168 microcontroller. The input from the IR receiver is
fed to the analog input pin of the controller which is converted into discrete levels through 10-bit
inbuilt ADC. On the basis of these discrete levels, the system is calibrated for the distance. The
maximum discrete level is 1024 and minimum is 0. Similarly, there will be a maximum and
minimum distance also. Likewise in the life detection circuit, the digital input is fed to digital pin
of the controller on the basis of which, the detection of whether the human is alive or dead is
detected. All the system outputs are managed on a 16X2 LCD through its interface with the
microcontroller.

2.6. Software used
The processing of inputs and output generation is in accordance with the programming of
the microcontroller to take input and generate outputs. The microcontroller is programmed in
arduino compiler using C++ logic.

3. HARDWARE PROTOTYPE

Fig 2. Infrared Life Detection using ATMega168

4. RESULTS ON LCD
For Distance measurement:
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For Heartbeat detection:

5. CONCLUSIONS
A new revolutionary sensitive life-detection system using infrared radiation for locating human
subjects under earthquake rubble or hidden behind various barriers has been constructed. This
system works in two modes that is as IR distance meter and life detection mode. The mode is
selected through a micro-switch which is connected to the input pin of the microcontroller.
A hardware prototype of the infrared life detection system has been developed and experimental
results show that the proposed method is an efficient method which not only detects life signals
but also the identification of people in a given area, to facilitate rescue team operations in case of
any emergencies.
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